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‘[57] ABSTRACT 
An information recording-reproducing apparatus in 
cludes a holding bed for holding a card-like or sheet-like 
information recording medium, a head for recording 
information on the information recording medium or 
reproducing the information recorded on the informa 
tion recording medium, a device for reciprocally recti 
linearly moving the holding bed relative to the head, 
and a device operatively associated with the movement 
of the holding bed, reciprocally moving a body of a 
predetermined weight. The device prevents shock dur 
ing the reversal of the holding bed. 

17 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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INFORMATION RECORDING-REPRODUCING 
APPARATUS 

This application is a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 861,873 ?led May 12, 1986, now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to an information recording 

reproducing apparatus in which an information record 
ing medium and a head unit for information-processing 
the medium are reciprocally moved relative to each 
other to thereby accomplish recording or reproduction 
of information. 
The information recording-reproducing apparatus in 

the present invention means an apparatus for only re 
cording information, an apparatus for only reproducing 
information or an apparatus for both recording and 
reproducing information. 

2. Related Background Art 
There are magnetic and optical methods for the infor 

mation recording-reproducing apparatus as described 
above, and in recent years, attention has been paid to 
the optical methods. Apparatuses of the type which uses 
a light beam to accomplish recording and reproduction 
of information include apparatuses using a rotating opti 
cal disc which is a disc-like recording medium, a recip 
rocally S moved optical card which is a card-like re 
cording medium, or an optical tape which is a tape-like 
recording medium. These apparatuses have their own 
features and are used properly in conformity with their 
purposes and applications. The optical card has an in 
creasing 'range of uses, making the most of its features, 
such as ease of manufacture, good portability and good 
accessibility. 

Detection of the information on the optical card, as in 
other optical information recording-reproducing appa 
ratuses, is accomplished by applying a light beam‘ to a 
minute recording pit on the order of l p.—5 u, and de 
tecting variations in the light beam by the recording pit 
(for example, variations in re?ectance, transmittance, 
angle of polarization, etc.). 
An optical head used in an apparatus of this type 

which uses such a minute recording pit to optically 
accomplish recording and reproduction must indispens 
ably have auto-focusing and auto-tracking functions. 
Consequently, an objective for condensing a light beam 
on the recording pit is controlled by a servo circuit so as 
to be movable in the focus direction (the direction of the 
optic axis of the objective) and the track direction (the 
direction orthogonal to the recording track) and always 
be present at a proper position so as to follow the ?uctu 
ation of the position of the objective relative to the 
recording medium. The movable portion including this 
objective is often supported by a minute metal plate 
spring, a rubber or similar elastic member, etc, but is 
usually restrained chiefly by a magnetic force during 
operation. Therefore, the optical head is generally vul 
nerable to vibration and, if a shock exceeding a prede 
termined limit is applied to the apparatus, the optical 
vhead will depart from its range of control and thus, 
recording and reproduction will become impossible. 

Particularly, where the recording medium is recipro 
cally moved to thereby accomplish recording and re 
production, the shock when the direction of movement 
of the medium is reversed is great. In such a system, 
vibration is very great as compared with a system in 
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2 
which the medium is rotated to thereby accomplish 
recording and reproduction. This makes it dif?cult to 
use an optical head having auto-focusing and auto 
tracking functions, and accordingly makes recording 
and reproduction of high density and high speed very 
difficult, which also has led to problems regarding the 
durability and quietude of the apparatus. Also, in the 
conventional magnetic recording apparatuses, the vi 
bration during reversal has been great, and this has 
posed a serious problem in recording and reproducing 
information. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention has for its object to solve the 
above-noted problems and to alleviate the shock pro 
duced when the direction of movement of a recording 
medium and a holding bed therefor is reversed during 
high-speed reciprocal movement, thereby realizing re 
cording and reproduction of high reliability, high den 
sity and high speed. 

In an information recording-reproducing apparatus 
wherein a card-like or sheet-like information recording 
medium is placed on a holding bed and the holding bed 
is reciprocally moved relative to a recording-reproduc 
ing head to thereby accomplish recording or reproduc 
tion, the above object is achieved by reciprocally recti 
linearly moving the reciprocally movable portion and a 
body of a weight substantially equal to the weight 
thereof in directions parallel with and opposite to each 
other. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIGS. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are schematic views respec 
tively showing different embodiments of the informa 
tion recording-reproducing apparatus according to the 
present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED ' 
EMBODIMENTS 

Several embodiments of the present invention will 
hereinafter be described with reference to the drawings. 
The present invention can also be applied to conven 
tional magnetic apparatuses, but for simplicity, an opti 
cal apparatus will be described as an example. 
FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective view showing a 

?rst embodiment of the optical information recording 
reproducing apparatus of the present invention. 

In FIG. 1, reference numeral 1 designates an optical 
recording card, reference numeral 2 denotes a holding 
‘bed for holding the card 1 thereon, reference numeral 3 
designates a counter weight having a weight substan 
tially equal to the total weight of the card 1 and holding 
bed 2, and reference numerals 4 and 5 denote a driving 
pulley and a driven pulley, respectively. A belt 6 is 
passed over these pulleys. 
The card holding bed 2 and the counter weight 3 are 

both ?xed to the straight portions of the belt 6, but are 
disposed so as to be rectilinearly moved in opposite 
directions. 

In the above-described construction, the driving pul 
ley 4 repeats reversal at a certain period, and the card 
holding bed 2 effects reciprocal rectilinear movement 
within the rang of the straight portion of the belt 6. 

Reference numeral 7 designates an optical recording 
reproducing head which is drivable in the direction of 
arrow B and controlled so as to be able to accomplish 
recording and reproduction at a desired position. That 
portion of the head 7 which includes an objective 7’ is 
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drivable in both the focus direction (the direction of 
arrow C) and the track direction (the direction of arrow 
B) to follow any fluctuation occurring in the focus 
direction and the track direction and is controlled so as 
to be always placed at an optimum position. 
The optical head 7 is supported by a feed screw 8 and 

a head feeding guide 9 and is movable in the direction of 
arrow B as previously described. The feed screw 8 and 
the head feeding guide 9 are ?xed to a chassis, not 
shown, by ?xing means, not shown. Also, the card 
holding bed 2 is supported by card feeding guides 10 
and 10' and is movable in the direction of arrow A. The 
card feeding guides 10 and 10' are ?xed to the chassis by 
?xing means, not shown. The driving pulley 4 and the 
driven pulley 5 are supported by a driving shaft, a 
driven shaft, a motor, etc., all not shown, which are 
connected to the chassis. 

Therefore, if the card is reciprocally moved at a high 
speed without the counter weight 3 being mounted, any 
shock produced during the reversal of the card holding 
bed 2 will be transmitted to the chassis through the belt 
6, the pulleys 4, 5, the driving shaft, the motor, etc. and 
further to the optical head 7 through the ?xing means 
and the optical head supporting members 8, 9. That 
portion of the optical head 7 which includes the objec 
tive 7’ is very sensitive to any shock as previously men 
tioned, and if a shock exceeding the magnetic force 
which restrains the position of the objective 7 ' is applied 
to that portion, the objective 7' will be moved and the 
position thereof relative to a pit 1’ on the card 1 will 
deviate, thus making desired recording and reproduc 
tion impossisble. 

In contrast, where the counter weight 3 is mounted, 
any shock produced in the direction of arrow A is ne 
gated in principle and the vibration or the like stays 
within a predetermined range and thus, it becomes pos 
sible to maintain normal recording and reproduction. 
On the other hand, instead of providing the counter 

weight 3 as in the present invention, it is also possible to 
provide some shock-absorbing mechanism in a route 
through which the shock during the reversal of the 
holding bed 2 is transmitted to the head 7. 
However, since the head 7 must be maintained at a 

desired positional relation relative to the card 1, it is 
desirable that no shock-absorbing mechanism be present 
between the head 7 and the chassis. Consequently, a 
shock-absorbing mechanism is provided on the ?xing 
means or the like for ?xing the belt 6, the drive shaft and 
the motor to the chassis. During recording and repro 
duction, the card 1 must be moved at a desired speed 
and only during the reversal, does shock-absorbing 
action become requisite. Therefore, the apparatus be 
comes complex and expensive and at the same time, 
malfunctioning or the like is very likely to hamper 
highly reliable recording and reproduction, and this is 
not practical. . 

FIG. 2 is a schematic perspective view showing a 
second embodiment of the optical information record 
ing-reproducing apparatus according to the present 
invention. In FIG. 2, members similar to those shown in 
FIG. 1 are given similar reference numerals and need 
not be described. The difference of the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 2 from the embodiment shown in FIG. 1 
is that the counter weight 3 is also supported by a sup 
port mechanism. That is, in FIG. 2, two through-holes 
extending in the direction of arrow A are formed in the 
counter weight 3 having a weight substantially equal to 
the total of the weight of the card holding bed 2 and the 
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weight of the card 1, and guide members 11 and 11’ are 
slidably ?tted in these through-holes, respectively. 
These guide members are both ?xed to the chassis, not 
shown. As in the apparatus shown in FIG. 1, reciprocal 
movement of the card holding bed 2 in the direction of 
arrow A causes reciprocal movement of the counter 
weight 3 in the direction of arrow A. The direction of 
movement of the counter weight 3 is always opposite to 
the direction of movement of the card holding bed 2. 
During such reciprocal movement, the upper moving 
portion of the belt 6 and the lower moving portion of 
the belt 6 do not sag due to the weight of the card 
holding bed 2 and the counter weight 3 because the card 
holding bed 2 and the counter weight 3 are both ?tted 
to their respective guide members. Accordingly, the 
tension of the belt 6 is not intensi?ed by the weight of 
the counter weight 3 and therefore there is not the 
disadvantage that the load resistance of the motor for 
driving the driving pulley 4 is increased. Also, in the 
moving system comprising the pulleys, the belt, the 
card holding bed and the counter weight, the force in 
the direction of arrow A is negated and thus, no strong 
shock is produced during the reciprocal movement. 
FIG. 3 shows a third embodiment of the information 

recording-reproducing apparatus according to the pres 
ent invention. In FIG. 3, members similar to those in the 
previously described embodiments are given similar 
reference numerals. In the third embodiment, the guide 
means of the counter weight 3 differs from the guide 
means shown in FIG. 2. That is, in FIG. 3, reference 
numeral 12 designates a guide plate disposed below the 
counter weight 3 in parallel with a plane A-B. The 
counter weight 3 has its bottom surface planary formed 
so that it slides on the guide plate 12 during reciprocal 
movement. By so forming the guide plate, an effect 
similar to the effect shown in FIG. 2 can be achieved. 
Embodiments of the present invention shown in 

FIGS. 4 to 6 differ more or less in form from the em 
bodiments shown in FIGS. 1 to 3, but in these embodi 
ments, similar members are given similar reference nu 
merals. In the fourth embodiment of the information 
recording-reproducing apparatus according to the pres 
ent invention shown in FIG. 4, a second card-like re 
cording medium 13 and a second card holding bed 12 
are provided at a position whereat the counter weight 3 
was disposed in the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, and 
the card holding bed 12 is secured to the belt 6. Again 
in the present embodiment, the total weight of the re 
cording medium 13 and the medium holding bed 14 is 
made equal to the total weight of the recording medium 
1 and the medium holding bed 2, whereby there is ob 
tained an effect equal to that of the counter weight 3 in 
the ?rst embodiment. 

Further, it is also possible to provide recording 
reproducing heads 7 and 5 for the recording mediums 1 
and 13, respectively, to read information from the me 
dium 1 and at the same time, record the information on 
the medium 13 or record the information on the medi 
ums 1 and 13 at a time. 
FIG. 5 is a schematic view showing a ?fth embodi 

ment of the present invention in which a rack and a gear 
are used instead of a belt and pulleys. In FIG. 5, the 
card-like recording medium 1 is ?xed to a card holding 
bed 16. The holding bed 16 and counter weight 17 are 
both provided with rack portions which are in meshing 
engagement with a driving gear 18. The holding bed 16 
and counter weight 17 are held for sliding movement in 
the left to right direction as viewed in FIG. 5, and when 
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the driving gear 18 repeats its reversal at a certain per 
iod, the medium 1 effects reciprocal rectilinear move 
ment and the counter weight performs a function simi 
lar to what has been previously described. 
FIG. 6 is a schematic view showing a sixth embodi 

ment of the present invention in which a crank 19 and 
connecting rods 20, 21 are used to reciprocally rectilin 
early move the holding bed 2 and the counter weight 3. 
As previously described, these embodiments are ef 

fective not only for optical recording-reproducing ap 
paratuses, but also for magnetic and other recording 
reproducing apparatuses of high density in which the 
relative positional relation between the head and the 
medium must always be kept constant. 

It is apparent that these embodiments are also effec 
tive not only for card-‘like recording mediums but also 
for sheet-like recording mediums. 
According to the present invention, as described 

above, shock or the like produced during the reversal of 
the reciprocal movement can be reduced by an easy and 
inexpensive mechanism and highly reliable recording 
and reproduction becomes possible. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An information recording-reproducing apparatus 

comprising: 
?rst holding means for holding a card-like or sheet 

like information recording medium; 
a ?rst head for recording information on said infor 

mation recording medium or reproducing the in 
formation recorded on said information recording 
medium held by said ?rst holding means; 

?rst means for reciprocally rectilinearly moving said 
?rst holding means relative to said head; 

second holding means for holding a card-like or 
sheet-like information recording medium; and 

second means for reciprocally moving said second 
holding means in a direction parallel with and op 
posite to the direction of movement of said ?rst 
holding means, said second holding means being 
operatively associated with the movement of said 
?rst holding means. 

2. An information recording-reproducing apparatus 
according to claim 1, wherein said ?rst means for recti 
linearly moving said ?rst holding means is a rotatable 
belt to which said second holding means is secured. 

3. An information recording-reproducing apparatus 
according to claim 1, wherein the weight of said ?rst 
holding means is substantially equal to the weight of 
said second holding means. 

4. ‘An information recording-reproducing apparatus 
according to claim 1, further comprising a second head 
for recording information on said recording medium 
held by said second holding means or reproducing the 
information recorded on said recording medium by said 
second holding means. 

5. An information recording-reproducing apparatus 
according to claim 1, wherein each of said ?rst and 
second holding means is a holding bed. 

6. An information recording-reproducing apparatus 
according to claim 1, wherein said ?rst means and said 
second means are identical to each other. 

7. An information recording-reproducing apparatus 
according to claim 4, wherein said moving means is a 
belt supported by two'pulleys. 
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6 
8. An information recording-reproducing apparatus 

according to claim 7, wherein second holding means is 
supported by guide means. 

9. An information recording-reproducing apparatus 
according to claim 7, wherein said second holding 
means is supported by a planar support bed. 

10. An optical information recording-reproducing 
apparatus comprising: 

holding means for holding a card-like or sheet-like 
optical information recording medium, said record 
ing medium having a linearly-extending track; 

an optical head for optically recording information 
on the optical information recording medium or 
reproducing the information recorded on the opti 
cal information recording medium, said optical 
head including an objective which is controlled so 
as to be placed at an optimum position with respect 
to both a focus direction of said objective and at 
track direction of the track travelled by the record 
ing medium; I . 

?rst means for reciprocally rectilinearly moving said 
holding means relative to said optical head in a 
track extending direction while said objective of 
said optical head is controlled so as to be placed at 
said optimum position, said optical head being sta 
tionary with respect to the track extending direc 
tion; and ~ ' 

second means for reciprocally moving a body of a 
predetermined weight in association with the 
movement of said holding means, with said second 
means preventing shock during the reversal of said 
holding means, said objective being controlled so 
as to be placed at said optimum position during 
reversal of said holding means. 

11. An optical information recording-reproducing 
apparatus according to claim 10, wherein said ?rst 
means for rectilinearly moving said holding means is a 
rotatable belt to which said body of a predetermined 
weight is secured. 

12. An optical information recording-reproducing 
apparatus according to claim 10, wherein the predeter 
mined weight of said body is substantially equal to the 
sum of the weight of the information recording medium 
and the weight of said holding means. 

13. An optical information recording-reproducing 
apparatus according to claim 10, wherein said holding 
means is a holding bed for holding the card-like or 
sheet-like information recording medium, and said sec 
ond means moves a body of predetermined weight in a 
direction parallel to and opposite to the direction of 
movement of said holding bed while keeping an opera 
tive association with said holding bed. 

14. An optical information recording-reproducing 
apparatus according to claim 13, wherein said ?rst 
means and said second means are identical to each 
other. 

15. An optical information recording-reproducing 
apparatus according to claim 14, wherein said moving 
means is a belt supported by two pulleys. 

16. An optical information recording-reproducing 
apparatus according to claim 15, wherein said body of a 
predetermined weight is supported by guide means. 

17. An optical information recording-reproducing 
apparatus according to claim 15, wherein said body of a 
predetermined weight is supported by a planar support 
bed. 
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